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LETTER FROM THE LITMAG EDITORS
Hello readers!
This is the second edition of our updated school magazine, THE VAULT, and our club couldn’t be any happier for its release. This year marks fifteen years for our school’s literary magazine
and our new “look” is to feature the product of Barker Road Middle School’s creativity through
artwork, photography, literature, and a multitude of other talents.
This year, we’ve put in a lot of time and effort into making this magazine phenomenal and
all that we ask of you, dear reader, is that you appreciate what we have made and what we
are eager to share with you. We want to remind everybody out there that having creativity is a
gift—a gift we wish to share with you—and all of our club members and participants have attempted to make something out of nothing—which is a truly beautiful thing in and of itself. This
magazine is our pride and joy. All of us here at the Literary Magazine team urge you to remember one thing: no matter how insignificant you believe an idea is—or how ridiculous a thought
can be—there’s always something you can make of it.
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and… In Theaters NOW...
...Wonder Woman!
Jisu Oh
Before she was Wonder
Woman, she was Diana, princess of the Amazons, trained
on the Island of Themyscira to
be an undefeatable warrior.
And when WWI pilot Steve Trevor crashes on the shores of
her homeland, describing the
horrors of bloodshed in another world, Diana is convinced
that she can bring an early
stop to the war that will end all

wars. She
travels to London disguised
as Steve’s
secretary,
and fights for
justice in a
war that will end all wars.
Prepare for this actionpacked movie on June 2nd
that will take you into the
world of DC , featuring Gal
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Gadot as Wonder Woman,
Chris Pine as her love interest,
Steve Trevor, Robin Wright as
General Antiope, and Connie
Nielsen as Queen Hippolyta.

Women’s Club of Pittsford
Contest Winners!

Waiting For Words

Mina Stevens

The words do not abide.
They circle my head
And sting my eyes.
I scowl in reply.

Remembering a
Dream

Adeline Kaufman

There’s nowhere to go,
Not a place to hide.
And there’s nothing to do
About this terrible pride.
Meanwhile, the clock mocks, with a burning tick-tock.
The tap of a pencil, the beat of a drum,
The thump of my heart, and the feet they run.
The crack of thunder, the scream of pressure,
The lack of a hero, and the stain from her pleasure.

The words glare in warning
And carry great mourning.
Like a strobe, they blind me and falsely esteem her
With a respect known only as fear.
Endlessly, the clock mocks, with a painful tick-tock.
The words, they burn and sizzle and churn me.
I want to say something,
But I don’t.
I can’t.
My mouth refuses to obey;
I fear more loathing could slip away.
Still the clock mocks, with its deafening tick-tock.
Waiting for the day
When I’ll know exactly what to say.
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Sitting, waiting
In the back,
Impossible
To reach,
Seeming bright
Until
The focus shifts
It’s captured,
It fades.
Moving, dancing
Never still,
Impossible
To touch,
Seeming there
Until
You try,
It runs,
It’s hides.
Failing, Leaving
Almost gone,
Impossible
To catch
Seeming whole,
Until
You reach,
It shatters,
It’s gone.

Women’s Club of Pittsford
Contest Winner!

Vibrance

Adeline Kaufman
I’ve heard that once upon a time, everyone could be
seen. That being visible was normal, and everything had
color. And I mean real color too. Not the washed-out
translucent stuff the world is made of today. Back when
libraries were around, because books had enough color
to be read. And when teachers taught using blackboards, whiteboards, and Smartboards. Back when our
eyes hadn’t forgotten color almost completely.
Before I was born, color was in its hey-day. Neon signs
and billboards were everywhere. Markers and pens only
came in the brightest shades imaginable. And electronic
screens were blinding. Over time, the brilliant colors started to wear away at the human eye. And over the years,
humans evolved. Before long, our “color-immunity” became part of our genes. It was passed along from parent
to child, and now people see barely any color at all.
In school, teachers merely talk. Everything, even our
homework, is verbal. We listen to audio directions, then
record our answers. With nothing to see or watch, we
learn, communicate, and work through our mouth and
ears.
No one knows what is permanent. Doctors studied
The Fade, as it is called, for years. They searched endlessly for a cure to the fading ability to view color. It was all
to no avail, and most eventually gave up. They began to
shift their attention towards a more pressing issue—what
would become of our speech and hearing? With the
death of color and almost all vision, there has been a
dramatic increase in how much we use and depend on
our mouth and ears. Doctors all over are speculating
how much longer we have before these senses begin to
fail us as well.
But more than any of these issues, what doctors and
scientists alike are fascinated by is me. Me and the five
others in the world just like me. We are the Phenomenons. We can see color. Perfectly. Even more than that,
we can be seen.

“Honey, wake up!” My mom was forever waking me
up with only ten minutes before I needed to be at the
racer station. Most kids in my grade rode the racer to
school, but the lucky ones got rides from their parents. I
was not one of the lucky ones. My mom tells me that’s
not true, because when she was a kid, there were no
racers at all. Strange.
So, like every morning, I reluctantly rolled out of bed.
School was not my favorite place in the world. Sure,
there was homework and everything, but there was also
the whole Phenomenon thing. At school, I stood out like
a colorful rainbow in a black and white movie. As if seeing anything and everything totally differently than the

rest of the world wasn’t enough, I radiate color. So, the
world sees me totally differently too. There was only one
other person like me at my school, and four others in the
world. It wasn’t fun.
At first, the government made us Pheos out to be heroes. They performed millions of tests on us and every
willing living relative. But nothing, genetic or otherwise,
proved itself as the answer to the mystery that was us. Of
course, that made Pheos even more amazing. The idea
of someone unaffected by this slow tragedy—not to
mention that there were several someones—was a miracle. But as time went on, and Pheos showed no superhuman abilities or talents, our popularity faded. Some people hated us and claimed we were just too selfish to help
fix the world’s problems.
Being a Pheo was lonely. Sometimes all I wished was
to be like everyone else. Now, I’m glad that wish never
came true. But that particular morning, I felt the same as
always.

The racer station was as packed as usual, and I
turned an embarrassing number of heads with my vibrant glow. As quickly as possible, I found a seat in my
usual car at the end of the racer, where my friend Cassie, the only other Pheo I knew and my best friend, was
waiting. Barely seconds after I sat down across from her,
the racer shot from its spot like a bullet, electrically propelled along its sleek track. Some older people, like my
grandparents, think racers are terrifying. They prefer
trains and subways, but very few exist anymore. Too
many people, like me, love the speed and thrill of racers.
“You barely made it!” Cassie cried, as we zipped
along. “Oversleep again?”
“Honestly, I don’t remember the last time I didn’t.” I
told her, pulling a bagel from my school bag. “I didn’t
even have time to eat!”
We continued to chat idly as the racer went along its
route. After a few stops, our car collected a few more
people. At one particularly rough stop, my water bottle
fell from my bag and rolled towards the back of the car.
I bent down to get it, and standing back up noticed
something. Glowing and flickering along the otherwise
plain green wall at the back of our car was a door. It was
so faint, so surreal, that I almost thought it wasn’t there. Is
this how all things looked to everybody else? So…
invisible? Like it was just barely there?
Sitting down, I turned to Cassie. “Do you see that?”
“What?”
I pointed, and that was all it took. Cassie was instantly
as puzzled and mesmerized as I was. But strangely
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enough, no one else saw it. There was even one old man
just sitting and thinking, and he was staring right at it! But
no one acted like there was anything weird going on.
When I pointed this out, Cassie replied,
“It certainly wouldn’t be the first time we saw something differently. But still…never like this! I mean, they
don’t see anything at all!” She gestured around the compartment.
“So, what do we do?” I asked. “Anything?”
“Well, it would be kind of hard to just leave and forget
that.”
She was right. We waited in anxious silence until the
last stop—school.
“Cassie,” I started, as our car emptied, “we are going
to be so late to school—as a matter of fact, how are we
going to get to school if we don’t get off?”
“We’ll worry about that later. I have to know what’s
going on!”
We both did. Slowly, I crept up to it. It barely even
looked real! Together, we both placed our palms on it.
The door glowed a brilliant shade of gold. I looked at Cassie, and the look of excited disbelief she gave me told me
she saw everything I did. Slowly, I reached for the doorknob. I seized it, and the moment I had it grasped in my
fist was the last I remembered when I woke up. The room
was lit up magnificently—there really aren’t words for it—
in every color at once. It was flickering and crackling with
force and power. I saw this for about three seconds. Long
enough to go: “What is this?” Then everything went black.

seated beside her, “we can be grateful that was all that
happened. It was much too dangerous, and we never
should’ve done it.”
“Done what, exactly?” I asked.
“Let me start at the beginning. My name is Angela,
and this is Henry. We are both Pheos, as I’m sure you’ve
noticed. However, the government didn’t notice, and
that’s the important part. When we were children, there
was still some color that everyone could see. And by the
time we were about, say, seventeen, and we realized we
had this special ability, we both went into hiding, to avoid
any unwanted reactions to our differences. We both did
this separately, and met up along the way. Our goal for
the past several years has been trying to restore full vision
to the human race, but that has proved a fruitless endeavor. A while back, we developed the idea of gathering all existing Pheos to help us in this mission. You girls,
and forgive us for this, are our “guinea pigs”. You are the
first we have attempted to round up, and it seems we
were successful! If you want to know how we did it,” Angela continued, noticing the question about to jump from
both Cassie and I, “we used some of the latest technology. My cousin works for a company developing space
pods and rockets and the like, and Henry’s cousin works
for the racer company that made the racer you girls ride
every morning. We had a door with almost no color at all
put into the back of the car. It was so subtle, only you girls
could see it. And even then, it would be so faint that it
would naturally make you curious. As soon as you
touched the handle, all the “sample energy” we had collected and were storing below flooded the room. The
When I woke up, I was lying on an air mattress. I had no
force of it caused you both to lose consciousness. This was
idea where I was. Groggily, I sat up.
unexpected, but you both seem okay. None of this has
“See!” Someone was saying. I still felt half asleep, but it
been done before, so it’s really a miracle any of it
sounded like a man. “I told you it would work! And look,
worked. When you touched the handle, a trapdoor
they’re both still alive, so ha! I was right!”
opened under your feet. This deposited you into a secret
“I know, I know.” Was the reply. My head was slowly
underground chamber beneath the station. Actually, it
clearing, and I could tell this was a woman speaking. “But dropped you into a space pod waiting in that chamber.
let’s see how much damage control needs to be done
As soon as both of you were in, we blasted into space.
before we get too excited. If I were either of these poor
Currently, we are floating aimlessly. Our mission, however,
girls, I wouldn’t want to talk to us, much less help in a cra- is to gather energy. To create colors bold enough to be
zy scheme that might not even work!”
seen by average humans, we need vast amounts of ener“Umm…sorry to interrupt,” I started, “but…who are
gy, and we have concluded that what we need can be
you?”
harvested from stars. With this energy, we can generate
The woman, who I could see in the dim light, was
brilliant colors from electronics, make stronger dyes, and
about twenty-five and looked pleasant, replied, “Honey, force more of that dye into everything. This won’t solve
we’re the Unrecorded Pheos.”
everything, and the problem could eventually repeat
“Who?”
itself, but this energy could also help make glasses and
“That’s what I keep asking!” This came from Cassie,
other devices that can help humans detect color they
who I realized was seated in a chair across the room. “But couldn’t on their own. It will be very difficult, though, and
they just ignore me and go on with their plans, waiting for that’s where you come in. We need people who underyou to wake up!”
stand color, and who won’t try to steal this newfound ability for themselves. Most importantly, we need people who
“About that,” I added, “How long have I been out
will work with us. If we have recruited you guys, then we
for?”
can continue to collect the other four who remain on
“Around an hour since I woke up,” Cassie answered,
Earth. We need all the help we can get.”
“and three since we opened that door.”
After this complicated monologue, which I was still
“Yes girls, and we owe you an apology. Your passing
out wasn’t part of the plan. Though I must say,” the wom- trying to digest, Angela looked each of us in the eyes.
“So”, she asked, “are you in?”
an added, with a significant look at the man, who was
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Star of the Seas
Emma Smith

The kingdom was quiet, no one was awake, and
no lanterns were lit in the houses as far as she could see.
Not that she needed a lantern; the full moon shone its
blue light down on her, and cast away the shadows. Not
good. That would make her escape a little more difficult;
she needed the darkness to conceal herself. Oh well.
Grabbing her satchel, Astéri quietly slipped out of her
house. She swiftly made her way down the road, her
bare feet making no sound against the stone path, her
dress swishing softly behind her. Four high walls, built by
order of the king, surrounded the town she lived in. The
King had commanded no person to leave the town, and
those who left would suffer severe punishment. No one
inside the town had ever been outside of the border,
except for the heroes depicted in the old legends. But
she didn’t care. She had to leave. She had a job to do.
An old friend of her father’s, a very old wise woman, had
come up to her the day before and told her she had to
leave. “And I can tell you how” she said in response to
Astéri’s incredulous expression. “I’ll slip a letter under your
doormat at 11:00 tonight. Be ready and waiting, your
father would have my head if he knew!” That very night,
she went onto her porch and found the letter. At first she
was confused, the woman had written of an old legend,
an old legend about a dragon. “But dragons went extinct more than 200 years ago!” she thought furiously.
Then, as if someone had turned a light on in her head,
she understood. She packed her satchel with the letter, a
map, and a small silver dagger forged by her father, and
set off into the night. As she neared the edge of the
town, she crouched by an innocent looking pile of boulders stacked neatly behind an old toolshed. She scattered the rocks, carefully pulling out the rectangular box
buried underneath. Astéri continued on her way, stuffing
the box in her satchel.
She arrived at the base of the 30-foot stone wall,
craning her neck to see the top looming above her. In
the moonlight, she could see guards and sentries pacing
along the top of it, and a few archers stationed at the
corners. Out of the corner of her eye, she saw some of
the king’s horsemen patrolling the borders and streets
behind her. Deciding that scaling the wall would be impossible, she got down on her knees and began to feel
the base of the wall for any weak spots or holes in the
rock. After a few moments of searching, she found a
chink in the corner of the wall. She clawed at the stone,
pulling out smaller rocks and pushing past the bigger
ones. She disapproved of the wall, and the law keeping
everyone in, but she had to admit, it was well built. Being
13 had its disadvantages, as she wasn’t strong like the
older children of the town but she got the job done. A
messy jagged hole now stood shakily before her, just big
enough for her to wriggle through. As she pushed herself
up, she winced and looked down to see that her hands
were bleeding and gashed open by the rough rocks.
Sighing heavily in exasperation, she squeezed herself into

the crevice, and stumbled out to the other side. She
stopped, awestruck, at what now lay before her.
Water. And sand. Miles and miles of it, huge jagged cliffs reaching out over the shores. The sound of the
water crashing onto the sand was a foreign sound to her,
but she immediately adjusted to it. Glancing to her left,
she froze. Standing less than a yard away was a sentry,
heavily armored and gripping a sword in his meaty fist.
Not daring to breathe, she watched the guard pace
back and forth and pulled out her dagger carefully. She
had never killed anything before, and she didn’t want to
resort to that tonight. Looking back carefully at the hole
in the wall, an idea formed in her head. Bending down
slowly, she picked up a fallen stone, and when the
guard’s back was turned, threw it as silently as she could.
It clattered noisily as it landed. Grumbling curses, the
guard waddled away. The second the guard turned the
corner, she felt the rocks tremble behind her. Turning, she
saw her carefully dug hole collapse, spewing pebbles
and bits of grit as it fell. “Well, “ she thought. “There’s no
going back now.” She hesitated only for a minute,
stuffed her dagger back into her bag and started walking along underneath an outcrop of stone until she spotted the stone ledge, sticking out from the sand. It was a
craggy piece of rock, and looked rather out of place, as
it was far from the stone cliffs. Astéri climbed atop the
ledge, carefully kneeling at the very edge, and pulled
out the box. Weighing it in her hands, she looked at it
carefully, turning it over and examining it. It was nothing
special looking, just a plain mahogany colored box, with
iron hinges and covered in dust. There was a stamp on
the lid, a symbol she didn’t recognize. The symbol depicted a small eye, the pupil dilated, surrounded by engravings in the soft wood in the shape of scales. Her fingers trembled. This was it. She opened the box.
Inside was a beautiful emerald scale, about the
size of her palm, glimmering in the moonlight. “A dragon
scale” she whispered to herself. Pulling the letter from her
bag she read it quickly, smiling, as ideas popped into her
head, like bubbles in the sea foam. She stood carefully
on the very edge of the rock, dragon scale in hand, and
threw it as hard as she could into the waves. She stared
intently at the water, waiting for something to happen.
The water became smooth and still, as clear and glassy
as a mirror. The sounds of the water, the seabirds, and
the wind were immediately silenced. “…. Neró?” she
called quietly, voicing the name of the dragon in the
letter. Her voice echoed eerily, the sound bouncing off
of the rock and cutting the silence like a knife. She
peered over the edge of the rock, and saw the glowing
scale in the water shoot towards the horizon line, as if
being pulled by an invisible force. She held her breath,
every sense straining to see, something, anything. A minute passed. Then two. Then ten.
Astéri’s eyes were drooping, her chin dropping
onto her chest with exhaustion. Her hands throbbed, still
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bleeding and sore from digging
through the wall. She was just
about to doze off, when she
heard it. A vibration, rippling
through the water, a low soft
note filling her ears. She jerked
herself awake, and nearly
screamed in shock at what she
saw. An enormous, scaly, green
head rising out of the water and
swimming towards her with a
frightening speed. She scrambled backward, staring at the
monster as it stretched its neck
out to its full extent, its body still
hidden underwater. Water
poured off its hide, and splashed
noisily back into the ocean,
dousing her in the process. It was
most definitely a dragon. The
scales, the spikes running down its
neck and back, even the fins
sticking out from either sides of its face fit the description
of Neró, the water dragon. In the legend, Neró was king
of the sea, and he had helped fisherman guide their
boats to shore. When the boats were allowed to sail that
is. Neró’s gigantic head swung around to face her, his big
sea green eyes boring into hers. Astéri’s voice caught in
her throat, and she froze, gazing up at him. Strangely, he
didn’t look like he was about to strike, he just looked at
her curiously, his pupils dilated and friendly. As if in a
trance, Astéri stretched out her hand, palm extended,
reaching out to the dragon. Neró swam forward silently,
and gently touched her palm with his snout. Astéri noticed one of his scales was brighter than the others, right
over his heart. She smiled. She had done it. She had
awoken one of the most revered dragons in the world,
and reversed the extinction of the dragons. Neró sudden-

Artwork—Ellie Salamone
ly drew back, and tilted his head to look at the town, the
high walls surrounding it. Letting out a soft rumbling noise,
Neró narrowed his eyes, and behind him, a tsunami of
water rose, as high as the walls. Another rumble, and the
water swept towards the town, and hit the walls with a
deafening impact, knocking them down. When the water
cleared, the walls had fallen, drenching the king’s castle,
but leaving the town itself unscathed. Astéri smiled. Tucking the empty box into her bag, she hopped down from
the rock, grinning like a maniac. Neró drew back his lips
and grinned likewise, making the most undignified face
she had ever seen. She laughed and ran to the shoreline,
kicking up water as she ran towards the dragon. Neró
dipped his head, and she clambered onto his back. She
clung on tightly and the dragon filled his fins with water,
and pushed off, speeding away from the shore, faster
than any boat in any story. She
was free, and she had the whole
world in front of her to explore.
Her village was released from its
walled prison, leaving the king in
a soaking puddle of her triumph.
As she turned her back on the
town, her eyes were met with the
brightest sun she had ever seen.
The sun reached its yellow fingers
up to the blue and black sky,
with pinks and yellows and reds
dashed in between. The colors
filled the quickly fading night,
and the now approaching day.
Astéri couldn’t stop smiling as she
and her dragon sped off into the
most breathtaking sunrise she
had ever seen.

Artwork—Jenny Oh
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Misfortune

Abigail Tills

It was sunny, a vast, bright sky with wisps of
cotton candy clouds. The kind of day when
you know your luck has ruled out. I woke up,
squinting, reaching every which way for my
glasses. I grasped the ends, but as I brought
them to my face, they slipped out of my hands.
I heard a thud, and when I looked at them, my
vision curtained in my eyelashes, a crack ran its
way from one side to the other. I heard a
groan. My groan. At this hour, I couldn’t comprehend a car driving straight at me. I stood up
and rubbed my eyes with the heel of my palm
until I could move without walking into my
door.
I walked into my door.
“Ow.” I reached out for the handle, leaning in close to actually see what I was doing. I
walked through the doorway, feeling my way
through the hallway. I sighed. Life is such a
struggle.
“Morning, Eva!” My brother greeted me
with a shriek and rammed his body into me,
wrapping his tiny arms around my legs. My
back hit the wall with a sharp thud, and I realized that I was rammed into a handle. I
groaned again. Kevin ran back to his seat at
the kitchen island. I found my spare glasses
(Don’t ask why I have spare glasses) and
sighed with relief. My vision was no longer impaired.
I realized at this point that my breakfast
would probably be poisoned, so I chose to skip
it. Bad choice, Eva.
I grabbed my phone, still at 2% from last
night. I slipped it in the front pocket of my
backpack, and walked to school. When I
walked into homeroom, I was starving. I couldn’t believe I would have to wait another five
hours until lunch. Food was all I could think
about during the lesson. Crispy smoked bacon,
buttery, fluffy waffles, pancakes dripping with
sweet maple syrup.
I snapped back to reality when I heard my
name.
“Eva, what is the answer to number two?”
I looked around, oblivious of what was going
on. I needed to say something. Mrs. Rold was
giving me that look again, the one where she
pulls down her glasses ever so slightly and looks

me in the eye, but it seems like she’s staring
deep into your soul. I shuttered at the thought.
“Th…Three?” I heard someone in the class
hold back a laugh. My face started burning,
and I felt all of my blood leave my cheeks. Mrs.
Rold gave me a short yet stern “no.” I sunk
down in my seat, feeling each second tick by
as I waited impatiently for the class to end. This
class was the kind of class where each second
lasts an hour and five minutes takes a decade.
I rushed to my next class and didn’t even
notice the water that had dripped from the
nearby water fountain. I ruined my sneakers
and my shirt all in one second. How could this
day get any worse? Oh no. I jinxed myself. I
slowly turned behind me and saw Damien, my
crush, snickering and staring at me. I looked
away before he could see my face turn bright
red. I hurried away, my face down, watching
each step.
It was then when I realized that the day
was just beginning.
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Grapeless

Simply Heather

You never quite know what to expect out
of something you’ve been dreading for
months. Way back when, my dad decided to
add an agonizing addition to our trip to Scandinavia. This was a 36 mile bike ride, no joke.
Now, I’m not one to appreciate hiking, biking,
or anything of that manner. My kind of vacation consists of sitting around in a quant Air
B&B absorbing the TV, along with going to a
tranquil beach. So…this was going to be interesting.
“Get up,” my mom said, shaking me like a
milk jug. “Hurry! We have to go!” What time
was it? My droopy eyes were telling me the
beginning of time. The whole crew left before
the rooster awoke, all geared up and ready to
go. Our breakfast consisted of slices of stale
bread as thin as paper, and some grapes. Being the problematic little kid I was, I didn’t
want any grapes. Did I mention that I hate biking?
With a frown on my face, we set off on a
mountainous trail that didn’t look like it had
been used for the past, I don’t know, 7000
years maybe. So yeah, it’s kind of a risk to go
on this camel-humped path. I mean, I wouldn’t even call it a path. It was more like a tatty
section of the mountains that avoided the
grander boulders, but apparently it was tolerable to just casually bike over the lesser boulders. This was kind of like a child hazard, so it
was just dandy that we had five kids on this
trek.
“How many more miles?” I asked my mom,
behind the rest of the cluster as usual.
“Only thirty-two.” Only thirty two?! With
every inch of my body sweltering in the chilly
Scandinavian breeze, it felt more like we had
embarked on the entire Lord of the Rings journey. When would this ever end?
After a few more miles of harsh “wheel gyrating”, we took a stop at a waffle house, and
everyone finally got their fair share of food.

The pastries were heavenly with a gentle
scoop of jam evenly spread on top. There was
a ping of contentment in my heart, but then
we were back on the trail, and the feeling dissolved in the sweat.
Soon, it started raining and everyone’s fatigued irritability started to guzzle up our poor
bodies. The sky spit on us with every turn we
took down the unfocused “trail”.
It was hard to conceive anything more excruciating. However, the situation can always
get worse. We approached a death trap: a
ninety degree hill. I never knew I was afraid of
heights until I looked down. On no occasion
will I forget the dread that blistered through
my brain. We zig-zagged down the monstrosity, everyone’s knuckles as white as the foamy
tips of waves. Waves. The beach. I could almost smell the salty air.
Reaching civilization was the supreme moment of the entire trip. This day has been the
worst and best day of my life.
I realize now that I will always remember
those fragments in my mind, because to remember things, you have to have moments,
and to have moments, you actually have to
do something. If I had sat around all day like I
wanted, I wouldn’t have those brilliant experiences to cherish. And boy, now that I think
about it, it was pretty foolish of me to say no to
those grapes. Well, I’ll be sure to do so the next
time.
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Cold Chill
Valerie Adler
Shifting in the snow with nothing but my
snow boots and pajamas. The winter cold is
shuffling down my back. I shiver at the feeling. Winter is the most beautiful season, with
the snowflakes that hang in the sky to the
warm cookies. But most of all the sweet love
in the air.
If I could, I would live inside winter. My
arms are covered in bumps from the cold.
The coldness made my cheeks go pink. Slashes of cold hit my face.
I am Nellie Stuart. My breath is visible
before me. The mountains in front of me
shimmer with wet snow. Pa says when I’m a
bit older he’ll take me up there. “The tip of
the world is up there!” He’d say. “You just got
to wait for it to call you.” Pa’s my idol. The
bravest man I ever met. And I’m his girl. He
don’t even care that we have my little sister
Tammy. He says she already gets enough attention, that I should at least have him. Back
then was so sweet.
Suddenly I heard Ma coming down the
creaky stairs inside. She hates if I don’t have
a coat. I trotted towards the door. Opening it
slowly, every creak sounded like a bomb being dropped. Sliding towards the slightest
opening I got into the house. Just as I came
in Ma came downstairs. “Morning’ honey.
Why your cheeks so pink?”
“Just a little cold,” I said shoving my
boots off my feet. She just smiled and went
into Tammy’s room to wake her up. Even
though Tammy’ four, she still has to do chores
in the morning. Tammy waddled out a few
minutes later with purple sags under her eyes.
She had her tiny stuffed bunny in one hand.
“I don’t wanna!” Whined Tammy.
“Well you gotta!” yawned Ma. Today’s
chores were getting vegetables from the
greenhouse and washing dishes from last
night’s dinner. Tammy did the vegetables
while I did the dishes. After Tammy stopped
whining I walked her to the greenhouse.
“You’re eleven, why can’t you do all
the chores?” Tammy grumbled under her
breath. I was thinking the same exact thing
except the way I meant was that Tammy
wasn’t there to bother me. I didn’t get the

same feeling I had with my coat off, but I
could still feel snowflakes on my face. When
we got over to the green house, Tammy
rushed right in. The green house had nice
heat to keep the plants warm. Tammy hates
the cold so she went over to a spotlight and
sat down.
“Tammy get up now, you gotta do
work!” I growled. After I left Tammy, I trotted
through the snow towards the house. When I
got to the house there was a large heap of
dishes and plates. This was going to take a
while. Ma came into the kitchen fully dressed.
A blue and white dress. A waitress dress. Ma
worked at the diner down the block. Her
beautiful amber colored hair spilled down
her shoulders, I had her beautiful hair. Except
mine was wavy. Tammy had Pa’s blond hair.
Hers had tight curls to the head though.
“Hi honey, I’ll be home by 6o’clock
Okay?”
“Sure Ma,” I groaned. I hate when Ma is
gone. She started working about a month
ago. After Pa lost his job. He used to work at
an oil factory. Pa would bring big envelopes
full of money every week. Then he would
take us to a nice restaurant. But a month ago
the factory had to cut corners because of
the budget. Pa was one of those corners. He
had said that God wasn’t helping him in the
least bit. Then Pa would swear. Sometimes
very scary words. I would take Tammy somewhere else so she wouldn’t her Pa foul
mouth. Ever since Ma’s been working at the
diner down the block, she comes home with
syrup covering her arms. Pancakes were the
specialty at the diner.
Ma put on her boots and her winter
coat, ‘Bye honey!” and she walked out the
door. I waited a minute not knowing what to
do. Then I remembered the heap of plates
and dishes. I groaned and got to work.
About an hour later I was finally finished. I
could feel my finger wrinkling from the water.
Maybe Pa needed some help in the work
shed. He was usually fixing Tammy’s broken
toys. As I walked in there a stern man in a suit
standing there. I knew who the man was. But
I was hoping so badly in my heart that I was
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wrong. This man was here for Pa. Pa was going
to have leave me. I could feel a lump forming
in the back of my throat. If I swallowed the
lump I would start crying. Ma had tried so hard
for this not to happen. But it was happening
right in front of my eyes.
Pa was going to have to leave for war.
Then he turned to look at me. Then officer’s
stern face fell upon me. He was standing next
to Pa. Pa looked as though he had been crying
a few minutes before. I could see him mouthing
the words, “Go get Ma!”
As soon as Pa mouthed the words I ran. I
ran into greenhouse and spotted Tammy watering the tomatoes.
“Tammy how about a piggy back ride?” I
stuttered.
”Yay!” yelled Tammy and jumped on my
back. After making sure Tammy was securely
on my back I ran as fast as could down the
road to the diner. Ma was waiting a table
when I ran in.
“Nellie!” exclaimed Ma. “An officer finally
came.” I choked. Ma’s face turned pale. She
reacted fast though. “C’mon!” Ma Demanded,
sadness in her voice. Shoving her shoes off, she
ran back up the block to the house. Pa was still
standing in the work shed with the officer when
I got there. “Your husband has to go to the
base tomorrow at seven.” the officer said sternly. Then he walked over to his car and drove
off. Ma fell into Pa’s arms with tears filling her
eyes. Suddenly I swallow the lump. The lump
that would make me cry. Tears formed in my
eyes. My knees fell to the ground and so did
the rest of me. I must have fallen asleep because when I woke up blankets were on top of
me and I was still in the snow. The snow felt like
it was encasing me. Something was standing in
front of me. Pa.
“Come on get up honey,” Pa said with
pain at his words. His arms picked me up and
brought me inside. Ma and Tammy stood in the
doorway, suitcases packed behind them.
‘What’s going on?” I said dismayed at the suitcases.
“We’re leaving!” Tammy whimpered. That
got my full attention.
“What do you mean, we’re leaving?” I
muffled behind a cry.
“Off to Aunt Victoria’s house!” Whined

Tammy. Who especially disliked Aunt Victoria.
“They will come looking for your father, we
shall leave now!” Ma stuttered. Pa began lifting
our suitcases in the car. Sadness filled my body.
I couldn’t take it anymore.
“Don’t make us go, please!” I pleaded.
Ma tossed a sad glance at me and helped Pa
fill the car. Looking in front of myself, I saw Tammy. She looked helpless and scared. Her
stuffed bunny was in one her hands and a
blanket in the other. Walking over to her, I
wrapped the blanket around her. She followed
me to the car and I helped her in. I slid myself
on the seat next to her and lay my head back.
God wasn’t helping me either. When I woke
up, it daylight outside the windows of the car. It
was probably 8:00 or 9:00. Tammy was out cold
next to me. She was still wrapped in her blanket
from last night. In front of me Pa was driving.
Deep sags hung from his eyes. Ma was sleeping
in the passenger seat beside him.
“Are we there yet, Pa?” I asked.
“Right up da road sweetheart,” he said
tiredly. Aunt Victoria’s house came into view a
few seconds later. It was by far the largest
house I’d seen in my life. The driveway seemed
as though a mile long. When we finally
reached the house I became frightened. I
knew Aunt Victoria didn’t like kids at all. She
had once called Tammy a worthless little brat
because she took three potatoes on her plate
instead of one.
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In Space Chapter 1: A Light in the Dark

Jason M. Broderick

Dust lifted from the pale and desolate
surface of the dark rock, known as the
moon to the people of Earth. It rose
above the ground as something out of
place rode over the untamed plains of
the pale sphere. From far, it would seem
as just a small rock, rolling across a white
beach; but if another glance is taken,
you would see that this was no object in
its natural habitat. It was a machine,
something brought by explorers coming
from far away, millions of kilometers
away. It rolled across the surface, contouring any extrusions coming up from
the unmerciful landscape, its tracks, whitened by the dust, lifting the cloud behind
it. The journey wouldn’t last long, as the
vehicle approached something else that
was out of place. The dark, kite shaped
complex, held up by columns resembling
legs and having an attached compartment to its left, blinked in the complete
darkness with a thousand lights, guiding
the small vehicle towards it. As it approached, its headlights lit up a ramp,
leading to a door barring any entry into
the great metal palace.
Suddenly the gate split in half, sliding
into the walls on either side of the huge
compartment, revealing another layer of
iron, split this time horizontally. This layer
opened as well, opening to a great, high
-ceiling garage, sheltering another vehicle. Fitted with a cockpit protruding from
the fuselage and short wings folded into
a position alongside the fuselage. Three
hydraulic cylinders in a tricycle configuration, each ending in a sort of circular
foot boasting four toes, supported the
massive machine while it was on the
ground. The dark grey and green craft
lay motionless in the faint headlights of
the first vehicle, now pulling into the
hangar, under the right wing of the ship.
Two of the four doors suddenly
popped out from the sides of the vehicle,
letting two dark figures, obscured and
hidden by the absence of the headlights, who were slain by the removal of
the keys. Their heads seemed much too
large for any human, and they wore
packs apparently sewed onto their bodies. But the embodiments that they were
contained in, was what kept the oxygen
in their lungs from being swept out, and
their bodies from freezing into solid ice in
the frigid temperatures of the dark side of
the moon. Slowly stepping away from the
deserted vehicle, the two figures exchanged no words, only undefined looks,
hidden by their thick glass helmets. As
similar as they seemed, the suits were not
identical. Though almost so, they were
different only by one word. Written on
the front of their helmets, just below the
rim of the glass, were their names.

A gray staircase led them up to a door,
contoured by warning signs. As the door
opened with the entering of an access
code, another began to close. The huge
doors, both the horizontal pair and the
vertical pair of doors at the other end of
the hangar were closing, their sudden
spring into life accompanied by the
thousands of red LED’s blinking fiercely.
The vertical sliding doors were the first to
connect. Only a second later, the horizontal doors closed in the middle of the
gap in unison with the ignition of dozens
of gas vents, slowly pressurizing the dark
compartment. Silence ushered in, only to
be broken by the sudden swishing sound
of the airlock access hatch. Li was the
first to step in, followed immediately by
Galloway.
The door slid to the right and filled the
gap, almost in sync with his movements.
Benches lined the inside of the small decontamination chamber. Both men sat
on opposing sides of the room, facing
each other, still not speaking. Then a
small module descended from the ceiling through a small hole above their
heads, stopping abruptly at about waist
height, only to spray a clear liquid from
two tubes protruding from the circular
machine. For exactly five seconds it
showered them with this liquid, then retreated to its metallic ceiling lair, leaving
the liquid to drip off them and into the
many holes in the floor. Briskly slipping off
his gloves, Galloway suddenly opened
his mouth and mutters words. Words cursing the bulk of their garments.
“Everything takes time, my friend,” said
Li, lifting his head to meet the amused
yet frustrated face of his companion.
“And I use the term friend, very loosely.”
“Too long in some cases,” he answers.
“Seriously, can you give it a rest, researchers are not worrying about our
convenience! All they’re doing right now
is funding us so that they can make a
profit.”
“I’ll only give it a rest if you stop complaining. Ninety percent of conversations
involving you are about how bad our
equipment is, things don’t always have
to be about you. If you don’t feel like
wearing a suit, I’m sure that you can
wear scuba gear and be fine.”
“I wish,” sighed Galloway. Removing
parts of the suits as if peeling off skin from
their bodies, revealed blue, gray, and
silver uniforms with stitched names and
roles aboard the station, known as KR-37.
Li, unlike Galloway, did not complain,
thus finishing the process of taking off all
parts of his suit, and storing them. Finishing first did not bring any reward, except
for allowing him to watch and listen to his
undesired companion struggle with the
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suit for several more minutes. The doors
slid open and out walked the two men,
but no rest awaited them.
Galloway, the traffic controller, walked
briskly and quickly to his station. In his
chair, he sat, surrounded by three consoles, each possessing a screen and hundreds of buttons and switches, each performing a specific task.
Li, the driver and pilot of the vehicles,
moved to the conference room to report
his excursion to the rest. He collapsed
into his chair away from the door into the
octagonal room. In front of him were 8
more swiveling chairs. One would certainly be empty for more time than the
others, occupied usually by the now busy
controller. Greene, the ship’s technician,
was always early for these kinds of things.
Quiet as could be, he descended into his
seat and started shuffling the cards he
kept in his pocket all the time. Slowly,
others filled into the room, saying things
like: “Hey Li! What did you find?” answered usually with phrases like, “Just try
and guess” or “Same as always.”
When everyone had arrived, he started to read the records written by the
vehicle’s onboard computer.
“Alright, so. Change in soil composition, none. Seismic activity, none. Atmospheric composition change, none. Rotation speed alteration, none,” he paused
to draw breath. “So. Nothing special as
you can see. Now what do we have next
on the agenda today?”
“Well, we did pick up an unknown projectile on course for Earth about six days
away, but we can probably repel it with
the laser guided charges,” said Brown,
the astronomy specialist tasked with surveying things that went around Earth.
“We also…”
“Sorry I’m so late guys, there was some
dude who wanted to bring in some illegal minerals and I couldn’t understand
what he was saying, he had this really
thick accent and was speaking really
fast,” Galloway laughed as he finished
his sentence. “He literally told me that he
had them and asked by if he could bring
them in! What an idiot!” Suddenly he
realized that no one was listening to his
elaborate story. The only attention he
had gained were the annoyed eyes of
the rest of the crew. Everyone knew how
Galloway had the worst manners on the
station, and that Brown hated it when he
was interrupted. A frown overtook over
his face and he tried to open his mouth
to apologize, but instead closed it instantly.
“Anyway,” Brown continued as the
intruder sat down. “We also just received
the new converters for the life-support

system, apparently, they’re almost twice
as efficient as the old ones left over from
four years ago when we first got here.”
“Alright then, after this Greene and I
are gonna go down and put those in,
shouldn’t be too long,” exclaimed Carrie,
engineer. “Though I have one question,
did Atmospheric & co. improve the installation mechanism? Because we still have
duct tape keeping the oldies from flying
all over the place.”
“I don’t know.”
“Ok,” she added plainly.
By this time, the yellow light above the
table showed its full potential, shadows
were cast upon the dirty metal floor. Corners stayed obscured, hiding the filthiest
elements of the complex. Buzzing coming from the next floor down filled the
room with a dark background noise. For
two moments, no words were exchanged between mouths and ears. By
this time, Greene was playing poker with
the two people on either side of him,
Langley and Harish. His tall and angular
build was shadowed against the wall,
slowly swaying with the movement of the
light.
Suddenly, Carrie broke the silence:
“Anyway, come on Greene, time to go
get rid of that duct tape.”
Greene groaned, and she looked at
him with those eyes, the ones that said: I
despise of your laziness, you couch potato. Or something like that. At least that’s
what he thought of them.
“Can’t you manage on your own?” he
mumbled as he leaned his head back
over his chair, shortening his shadow. “It’s
only duct tape and a little bit of clicking
things together.”
“Greene! Get up off your lazy butt, get
the new converters and let’s go already!” she yelled, her face as straight
and serious as a wild animal ready to kill.
“Seriously, you’re starting to remind me of
Galloway!”
“Oh, man. Now that’s just mean,”
mentioned Langley. Greene groaned
again, the muscles in his legs tensed,
bring his upper legs in line with the
calves, and perpendicular to the feet. His
shadow straightened and rose as his
body did, the lamp from above shed
light upon his figure. On top of his straight
shoulders lay two straps, each running
down the length of his torso and abdomen, meeting a greasy, yale blue
mechanic’s suit at the waistline, the ones
that people wore when cleaning and
maintaining the cars of the past. The top
part had been unzipped, revealing a
gray shirt and the straps underneath.
Although the light had revealed his
body, the face, the seat of emotion and
expression lay still shrouded in obscurity,
for his head surpassed the fixture. With his
arms gloomily flopping around at his side,
he gradually crossed the eight-sided

room, following the engineer down to
the rooms containing all the processing
units, including the one held together
with duct tape.
The room seemed to sit itself in silence,
bringing with it all the people sitting in the
chairs. The silence was killed by the
squeaking of metal; someone had left
their chair. Li, still dressed in his gray, blue
and silver flight suit, strode briskly across
the room, stopping under the frame, the
only exit and entryway to the room. His
face, his glasses and all of him was illuminated by the yellow light, still swaying
gently in the un-present wind. He drew
breath and held it in, silently watching
the landscape outside. A long, breath
seemed to take forever, but it ended all
too quickly.
“Hey, Floyd?”
“Yeah. What’d you need now?” the
smoker said, finally sitting up straight. Always sitting with his back hunched and
his feet upon the table, it was rare to see
the crude serviceman pay attention.
“Could you come down to the maintenance bay, I need you to calibrate the
steering mechanism, the movement of
the rover compared to the position of
the yoke is way off,” Li stated precisely,
looking down at his shoes, muffling his
voice.
“Sure, depending on whether you
could spot me a piece o’ gum,” Floyd
answered, straightening his slender body.
“Fine, although I don’t understand why
I have to keep giving you this stuff to
maintain government equipment, when
they already pay you to maintain it.”
Floyd shrugged, “You can’t request
anything special from me without a bonus, dude. If I would go and check them
myself, then your gum would stay yours,
but since you asked…”
“Hold that thought,” he interrupted.
“Kelley, how ‘bout you?”
She sat in the seat to the left of where
Li had been moments before. She too,
had her face hidden by darkness, the
light had been blocked by her prized
possession. Atop her slightly curled hair,
drawn back like a horse’s tail, laying
primly, sat an Edmonton Oilers cap. The
bill, extended only a couple inches past
Kelley’s face, put nonetheless, her face
was hidden. Two seconds after the question was asked, she tilted her head up,
revealing her face. Piercing blue eyes
showed, her gaze caused Li to shrink
back. But then she smiled.
“Free.”
“You don’t want anything?” Li asked
with utter bewilderment. She nodded, still
smiling. “Yep. Well… If you don’t count
the enjoyment of watching Mr. Trident
here loose his daily gum piece, then
yeah.”
“Whoa. I should have been asking you
since day 1.”
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“Ugh. Why do you always have to ruin
my schemes like that?” interrupted the
schemer. “Seriously, I had it all raped
up?”
“Weren’t you listening?” she chuckled.
“I do it just for the fun of watching you
complain and whine.”
Immediately after closing her mouth,
she lifted herself off her seat. She had a
leather flight jacket rapped around her
waist, and dark green cargo pants,
reaching down towards white sneakers,
going up over the ankle. Her shirt, a tad
too big for her, hung loosely on her shoulders, displaying three, bold, burgundy
letters spelling MIT. She strode across the
room and through the door, continuing
down the dark hallway for almost thirtyfive meters before stopping. She turned
on her heels and took two long steps
back towards Li, now standing just outside the doorway. Her voice echoed
through the corridor as she spoke, her
eyes almost glowing in the dark, dirty hall.
“Are you coming or what?”
He said nothing, instead started walking, walking. Only a few steps away from
her, she suddenly turned again, and
started ahead, the metal floor creaking
under their feet. The hall was lined with
pipes, silvery gray, but they were no longer shining, overshadowed with dirt, and
grease. No effort was made to make the
crew enjoy their environment, the grids,
ending all the vents and shafts were rusted, looking as if a creature, made only of
rust, had woven itself around the grid.
They were bent, in all directions, as if
someone had pried on them just for the
joy of destroying something. But this was
not uncommon among human beings.
People have often destroyed, demolished and broken anything that they
desire. The strangest aspect of this behavior, is that there is no reason. And, it
seems as forever, no one will understand
it.
Striding through the hallway, the unlikely two noticed more examples of this,
graffiti, depicting unnecessarily disgusting
or inappropriate scenes. Coke cans still
containing all their liquid were strewn
across the floor. Probably originating
from the last crew of the station, since
the company never bothered to clean in
between their shift, and the previous
one. Even though they had done it every
single time before that.
Not a single word was exchanged between the two astronauts, but they both
knew exactly what the other was thinking. She knew, he knew, but they both
kept silent. She swung her head, right,
then left, regarding the gray, black and
brown surface of everything. Occasionally, there would be a switch panel,
marked with red around the controls,
and black and yellow stripes around the
rectangle would appear, but it was very
rare. ***

Untitled—A Group Effort

Abagail, Talia, Ayush, Lydia

The egg glistened in the sunlight. A single
small drop of dew cascaded down the rigid
surface, falling gently onto the leaf, damp
from the soft morning dew. Footsteps echoed
among the soft chirps scattered throughout
the nearby forest. The slightly off-white egg
shell was buried underneath a nest of green
grass and was almost broken into irreversible
pieces when the old couple stepped near it.

“Hubert…when do you think the
egg will hatch? Do you think it's even alive? ”
Patricia moved closer to him on their bed and
grabbed his hand.
"I don’t know. Maybe we should wait until
tomorrow to worry about the egg." The warm
yellow light cascaded around the room and
the sharp snaps of the flames lulled the old
couple to sleep and surrounded their dreams
in warmth.

“Wait, honey. Is that…an egg?” The woman gently grabbed her husband’s wrist and
pulled him back. “It looks like a chicken egg,
Hubert.” Hubert bent over to pick up the egg,
and examined it in the bright sunlight.
“You’re right, Patricia. I think it is.” There
was a twitch in Patricia’s heart as she felt that
this was the one…this would be their child.
“Hubert… I know that this is a bit soon, but I
think it’s the one. I mean, we’ve been wanting
a child for a while now, and I think we’re
ready.” Patricia murmured, a slight bit of hesitation in her voice. Hubert reached down, intertwining his fingers with hers, and giving her
hand a gentle squeeze.
“You know, I think you’re right.” He
smoothed his thumb over the surface of the
egg, letting out a gentle sigh before placing
the cream colored orb into the basket that
remained unnoticed in his hand, and they
headed out over the hill to their small house in
the mountains.
_____________________________________
The couple sat in their room, a fire crackling in the fireplace. They looked down at the
egg which laid in the handmade Maplewood
crib, a longing look in their eyes. Patricia
looked at Hubert, and he looked back at her.
They were both thinking the same thing, and
they knew it.
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Hubert awoke in the mid of the night when
the sun had faded away and the stars had
filled the darkness of the cold black sky with
their small slivers of hope. He heard cracking
and scratching and tried to ignore it to return
to his abyss of dreams. When the sounds
wouldn’t stop, he decided to find the source
of the noise, and as he sat up, he came to a
realization.

"Patricia, wake up!" Hubert leaned over to
her and gently shook her shoulder until she
opened her eyes.
"What is it? Why are you waking me up?"
"It’s the egg. It’s hatching!" Patricia sat up
quickly, grabbed Hubert's hand and looked at
him with nervous eyes.
"Really?" Patricia's gaze turned into disbelief. "I don’t believe it!" The couple rushed over
to the crib and Hubert gently picked up the
egg. He held it with two firm hands and cradled it gently as if it was his own. A small part
of the shell broke off and flew across the room.
Patricia and Hubert didn’t care. They were
swarmed in excitement and worry. A beak
popped out of the small hole, but it didn’t look
quite like a beak. It looked more like...a nose.
The nose began pecking viciously at the
eggshell. The shell began to shatter, and small
flecks of it flew through the air, suspended like
they were a suspension bridge. The suspense

Find Your Truth

was killing them.
"Honey... I'm feeling a bit green. Or yellow
should I say." Hubert joked, gesturing to the
yellow feathered arm pultruding through the
top of the egg.

Beast Weirdly

I am a Legend. Whether you choose to
believe it or not. You cannot deny me the
right to know what I am, and that is a legend.
I am not a fairytale, or a fable, or a
myth. I am more like these things than any
other thing, but none of them truly describe
me. You might look down on me for believing
in myself, but that doesn’t cover up the truth.
I am more than you are. But, only because you don’t believe in yourself. You can
be legendary, but first you must believe. Without that necessary belief, you will never
amount to be the best you.
I might sound crazy, but I speak the
truth. If you just believe, you’ll see that I’m
right.
So look farther every day. Dig deeper to
find your truth. For if you do, you’ll find your
truth: your real you(nicorn).

"Hubert stop. Talia, this is no time for joking." Patricia said as she broke the fourth wall.
Hubert sighed with disappointment, placing the egg back into the crib. The creature
inside continued to peck through the shell,
trying to break through. Both Hubert and Patricia stood waiting, looking carefully at the
small thing that they would soon call their
own.
"I think it's almost time..." Patricia whispered, small tears forming in her eyes. A smile
crept across her face, and she quickly wiped
the droplet of saltwater away, but it did nothing as the tears started flowing. The last few
pieces of shell fell off as if they were parachutes. Hubert held Patricia's hand and
rubbed the heel of her palm with his thumb.
"It's almost done, Patricia," Hubert said, a
small gentle tear rolling down his cheek. He
smiled at Patricia, and Patricia smiled back.
They looked at each other for a long minute,
only to look away when a loud cry came from
the crib.

Empty Inside
Valerie Adler
People don’t know how much it hurts
To be talked about
To have people hate you
You feel empty inside
Cold and hollow

"EHAGFHHRAHGGH!" The egg child cried,
its head tilted back. Patricia walked over to
the crib and gently picked up the egg child.
"Hubert, it's beautiful!" Patricia cradled the
child, a small remnant of the shell slipping off
of its head. It cried out again, quieter this
time, as if it was getting used to its new home.
"Patricia," Hubert questioned, a small hint
of sadness in his voice, "What will we do with
it?"
"Whatever do you mean, Hubert?"
"It's not ours, we cant call it our own. What
will we do with it?" Patricia looked down at
the egg child, and looked back at Hubert.
"I... I don’t know."
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Twisted Bliss

Simply Heather

Cast

Trinity- an unsatisfied small restaurant waiter
Michael- a pharmacy cashier who just
can’t seem to fit in
Bart- Trinity’s work friend
Chef Poulin- the main chef with a heavy
French accent
Leslie- Michael’s sister and boss
The lights fade up on Trinity and Michael
Trinity
I find it hard to understand why the things we
want to know the most, are the things we end
up not needing to know. The things we reach
our hands out towards, we never end up satisfied.

Chef Poulin walks into the room in an angry
fume.
Chef Poulin
Bart! Stop encouraging Trinity. She is a wreck
enough.
Trinity
Hey! I have feelings, you know.

Chef Poulin
You…
Chef Poulin walks over to Trinity.
Trinity
Yes?

Michael
We hunger for a chance, and we blow it.

Chef Poulin/Leslie
Do you want this job or not?!

Trinity/Michael
And we lose the chance once again.

The story transitions to the pharmacy.

Michael
What do you mean?

The lights go completely up to show the background of two scenes: The inside of a pharmacy and the inside of a small kitchen for a restaurant. Trinity, Bart, and Chef Poulin are in the
kitchen and Michael and Leslie are in the pharmacy. The story goes back and forth between
the two scenes.
Trinity is leaning against the counter as Bart prepares a salad.

Leslie
You’ve been messing around all day and I
need you to focus. You don’t even belong
here; the only reason I hired you was out of
pity!

Trinity
I mean, I know that I didn’t really belong there
to begin with, but it was just wrong to kick me
out. I didn’t crash it on purpose, I thought it was
okay to go for a few hours.

Leslie
Michael, I can and will fire you.

Bart
Trinity, the party was only a few hours.
Trinity
Well…I wanted to support my friend through
the entire thing. We both know that she’s completely helpless without me.
Bart
Actually, I don’t know Kasey. So…
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Michael
Well thanks, Sis.

Michael
Okay, whatever.
Leslie
No! This job is the only thing supporting you,
and being rude and having an attitude is not
helping.
Michael
Okay! Fine.

Leslie leaves him back at work and another
customer comes up to buy a small item. Michael operates the cash register.

The pharmacy

Leslie
I can’t force you to be happy.

Michael
Hi.

Michael
I can only force myself. Fun.

Customer
Hi!
Michael
Do you ever get this feeling that someone’s
been watching you? Like you’re being stalked?
The customer looks behind her.

Leslie
That’s right. I’ll see you tomorrow.
On both sides, Michael and Trinity pack up for
the day and leave their work, bumping into
each other on the way out.

Michael
Where are you headed?

Customer
No…?

Trinity
I think I’m headed somewhere good. Somewhere…I want to be.

Michael
Well you might want to be careful, there are
people every—
Leslie
Michael! Stop messing with the customers!
You’re not helping your cause!

Michael
I hope the same for myself. You can only make
yourself happy, right?
Trinity
Yeah.

The story goes back to the kitchen.
Bart
Trinity! Stop making up the recipe! You’re not
helping your cause!

Pauses
Michael
I think we’re headed in the same direction.
Want to walk with me?

Trinity
What cause?! I have no cause. I have no purpose. I don’t know what I’m doing here. According to my life plan, I’m supposed to be in
Paris making the finest food in the world.

Trinity
Sure. Where are we headed?

Bart
You can dream big, but that doesn’t mean it’ll
happen.

Michael
Wherever the road takes us, I guess.

Trinity
I…don’t…know.

Trinity
I like that plan.
They head off as the lights fade and the main
closes.

Trinity starts to cry softly.

END

Bart
Satisfaction is a fantasy. You need to find happiness in what you have.
Trinity
Yes…
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Exam Season
—Jenny Oh
There’s a lot of room for failure, but I don’t
feel like stopping. Two more minutes. One hundred
and twenty seconds until the only thing I actually
care about can be completed. Or completely demolished from my stubbornness, but that’s beside
the point. I pressed my hands against the greasy,
charred, and frankly disturbingly neon mass of metal I like to call “Scarlett”. He’s red (mostly) but gives
off a strong glow of neon orange. He’s starting to
shake irregularly, or more irregularly than usual, and
I’m frantically trying to steady him, because this
mass of metal is my final grade, and at this point
I’m emotionally attached to Scarlett. Twenty-three
seconds. Twenty-two seconds and Scarlett’s alive.
He’s still shaking though, and I need to do something about the neon glow because I can barely
see. Five seconds. Four. Three. Two. One.
The timer stops, the shaking stops, and the
neon glow is still very present. I take cover under
the only other unoccupied table in the room. Scarlett seems alright, but there’s still a 2.47 percent
chance it’s gone horribly wrong and Scarlett explodes in my face. Actually, it might be closer to
three percent. Oh, and it’s sort of possible I forgot a
step. To be honest, I eliminated like half the manual, but it was completely justified and sixty-five percent of my teachers said it would probably be
okay. The manual is stupid anyway. It’s been a full
minute and a half and Scarlett is fairly stable.
I still have to connect him to his real life supply, which I finally locate, in pieces on the floor. It
probably fell off the table when Scarlett was throwing a hissy fit. My eyes are problematic, and I’m not
sure if I can still use the broken rock and I can’t focus on the rubble long enough to count the number of pieces. Screw it all. I crawl towards the table
Scarlett’s residing on and around it to the other
side. The floor is a hideous shade of orange. I don’t
know why I’ve never noticed, but did I choose this
color for linoleum? I must’ve been idiotic and impulsive three months ago.
I’ve reached the bits of greenish rock, and
thankfully they’re big enough to use. Scarlett finally
starts breathing (sort of?) and I’m sure he’s stable
enough to take the implant. I stand up and carefully piece the flat rock together, and place it in the
“heart” area of Scarlett’s metal skeleton. He’s now
officially alive (ish). He can feel emotions and react
to stimuli, because the greenish rock supposedly
doubles as a heart and brain. It supposedly reforms
on its own, but I wouldn’t know, because that was
the day I exploded a prototype in class and then
feigned sleep to avoid suspicion, except I actually

fell asleep in the process. I hate myself sometimes.
The regulators are all flashing pink and Scarlett’s officially-officially alive! Technically, I’m not in
a state to celebrate but technicalities are technicalities, and I allow myself to burn my binder in victory. I’ve prepared a speech, because first impressions are important and I need to be a good parent before Scarlett judges humanity on his surroundings, which is prominently small fires and metal and discarded sketches of things, but that’s not
the issue; that floor should either be retiled with any
other color or burned. I run through my speech and
am halfway through the PPT describing why he exists, who he is, the soul-bond between us, and the
sort, and discover Scarlett is still asleep. Right, they
don’t usually wake up for a few more days. I cover
him with something I think is a blanket. I realize it’s a
fire blanket, but it’s tiny and would be useless in an
actual fire because I used most of it to cover the
window yesterday, after an explosion threw my two
other prototypes out of the window. It also burned
my bed, so I have to sleep on the circle of carpet I
own. Goodnight, fetus Scarlett. I hope we don’t
both die during the night.
By the time I wake up, which is thirty hours
later, Scarlett is very functional and probably dangerous, and he’s developed a personality that is
probably heavily influenced by that evil shade of
orange that covers the floor. But I’m willing to overlook that fact, because I just learned that Murphy’s
Law is willing to overlook people during their finals.
Scarlett is beautiful, with his perfect bones
and strong pink glow. Pink, I’ve discovered, brings
good things for metal birds. He’s probably going to
wake up soon, and I’m excessively stiff from sleeping on the floor, and apparently no one missed me
because it’s been more than three days since anyone saw me; then again everyone’s probably
hunched over their own project. I feel like a proud
parent, although the fact that his body is a literal
skeleton bothers me a bit, and I’ll have to get cloth
or feathers or something so Scarlett doesn’t look
like a Halloween decoration. Eh. I’ll deal with it
when I have to. I pull myself closer to Scarlett and
start my speech, and that’s when the ceiling starts
crumbling.
….
Scarlett has turned out fine, but he’s rejected
his name numerous times, and has the personality
of a rebellious fifteen-year-old. He also set a few
small fires at discovering the absence of ice cream
in the building. He can’t even digest human food.
Yet. We’ve changed his name to Winn Scarlett for
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the moment, because he’s been slightly annoying
in regards to that subject, by which I mean he
clawed me every morning for five days. I’m hesitant
to introduce him to the internet.
He really wants to fly, but I didn’t have that in
mind when forming the skeleton, and he’s too
heavy to fly even if I tried anything on his wings. I
could probably dissect him and hollow out the metal I used or remake his wings, but he’s against both
options. He has allowed me to fill in his skeleton with
fluffy stuff that represents his organs and muscles,
and after we get some cloth on him he’ll look fine.
Right now he looks like a cotton ball, but I’m nearly
done with his ‘skin’. He’s about as big as a textbook,
although considerably lighter than one. He likes sitting across my shoulders, and I’m sure he’ll give me
spine damage some day. Still, we’re beyond ready
for the test.
On the day of the actual test, approximately
eighty-seven percent of all final projects are steampunk humanoids, or attempts at humanoids that
look much closer to a random arrangement of
gears with bits of wood or leather sticking out the
sides. Or its cranium, in some cases. It’s a marvelous
sight, with this much chaos in one room, and the
sounds of crying seniors in the background. It looks
like a circus, with booths squeezed together so
tightly they look like one big tent. I want to live in this
moment forever. But then Winn Scarlett is shuddering on my shoulders, and I see that the projects are
being taken from their creators, and most of them
can’t even protest, because they’re such horrible
attempts at fusing machine and Life Energy. Their
students are protesting for them, which I guess explains the background noise.
Winn Scarlett is close to crying despite the
fact that he can’t actually cry. His patchwork form
is shuddering, and I’m not sure of what to do, I can’t
back off on my exam now, can I? I need this last
grade to finally leave this tiny, unnecessarily competitive planet. Or maybe it doesn’t matter. I can
vaguely remember some story floating about,
about us being exploited and that our projects
were used in military operations. We all thought it
was a joke. And then I recall one of our teachers
joking about us “working hard for the good of the
nation.” I hate the government more than I hate
mosquitoes.
“Allen, number 127, section 23.”
I’m supposed to be moving. Everyone else is
hurriedly taking advantage of my delay, some of
them whispering about run and protest and revolution. They are unfortunately vaguely audible, and
their projects are wrenched from their hands and
into the “discard” bins. They say a creation is always
a representation of their creator. There’s no guarantee Winn Scarlett won’t be destroyed like that too.

I’m apparently too sentimental to let that happen. I
start moving, as the attendant is literally dragging
me along, but I can’t just let Winn Scarlett get taken
away, either.
He’s a living creature, whether his entire existence was intended for the government or not. I look
around, and everyone’s watching me with a
strange expression. I can’t tell if it represents hope or
sadness or just pity, but I’m positive that at least
ninety-five percent of them don’t want their projects taken away, and so I break free from the attendant’s grip and jump up onto a nearby cartful of
papers.
I do the stupidest thing I will ever do and ever
have done. I stand up straight, and I feel the crowd,
similar to how I sometimes feel a glimpse of Winn
Scarlett’s emotions. I let Winn Scarlet take over. He’s
speaking through me (I’m a radio!), and the projects in the pile next to me, or at least the relatively
whole ones, rise and start guiding everyone and
every project out. I’m impressed the flimsy things
work that well. Some of the better-made ones
wheel the incapacitated ones out, and the students
who were bawling in the corners a few minutes ago
are helping. Even some of the attendants are helping. Everyone’s cooperating and it’s exactly what
group projects were intended to look like except it’s
actually happening. Winn Scarlett is rather full of
himself, but I suppose he’s got a right to be.
We rush out before reinforcements come, and
Winn Scarlett must have managed to contact supporters because there are birds to take us out of the
honestly wasted planet. I’m not certain if it’s a good
thing that the thing I created is both smarter and
more resourceful than I am. Not to mention influential. I’ve never seen anyone listen to me before. Still,
there’s nothing that brings people together more
easily than a common enemy. The birds and their
operators are decent enough to fly the entire
school over to their planet, and Winn Scarlett is irritatingly happy. Well. Whatever happened, we all
survived the school year of ’665, even if most of us
probably
failed our
finals.
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Memories

Kristen Azzara

In Which a Child Wanders the Forest, Quite Alone
My eyes open. I’m lying flat on my back, and through
the sliver of light, all I see is green.
Where am I?
Consciousness comes and goes. Two worlds are tugging on my limbs and, frankly, it’s exhausting.
Hours later, my eyes are open, for real now. I sit up. I
look around. Confusion flits through my brain like an annoying fly that won't go away. Woods. I know that. But--why?
My head is a jumble. Memories are clashing and
clanging around in my brain, trying in vain to form sense.
One word comes to mind.
Lost.
I'm lost?
I walk around a bit, desperately collecting pieces of
the Jigsaw Puzzle in my mind. But, like a magic trick, the
pieces turn to sand. My breaths come in short gasps, doing nothing to calm my beating heart. Panic erupts in my
7-year-old chest and spreads to the outermost parts of
my fingertips. I need to get back.
And as the sun beats menacingly down through the
clearing, I begin to cry.
In Which a Girl Becomes Utterly Befuddled
What happened next? Well, it was 6 years of torture for
her. It was quite frustrating, really, the way her memories
seemed to be hiding from her. Kailani. Her name was
Kailani. This she knew, but everything else seemed to be
burrowing into the unreachable parts of her brain. Sometimes, Kai toyed with the many ideas of how she got
here. The only things she woke up knowing were her
name and common sense, so, naturally, she wondered—
how? Why? Did she have a mother? A father? She knew
these things existed, but not if she had ever known them.
Would she be forever doomed to a life alone? But then
the questions overcrowded Kai’s fragile brain and she
got a stupefying headache. So she tended to steer clear
of the subject.
Kai had been living in the woods for a while,
now. Alone. Well, not exactly. She had made a friend. A
rather peculiar friend, that is, but a friend nonetheless.
Ziah fluttered around her head, making Kai slightly dizzy.
(Yes. Her friend is a sparrow. I did tell you that it
was peculiar.)
Anyway, where were we? Oh yes. Kai and Ziah.
Kai was curled up in her favorite tree. It was a willow
tree. She felt protected, the branches like waterfalls making a bubble around her little nook. For some reason,
Ziah had taken a liking to Kai. One day, the sparrow had
begun to appear so frequently that, after a while, Kai
considered Ziah her own. They'd been together almost
all of Kai's life. Well, the life that she could remember.
Hunger gnawed at Kai's insides, but, being a professional procrastinator, she relaxed in her tree until she

couldn't stand it anymore.
"Dinnertime! Let's go find something to eat."
And she could have sworn Ziah happily obliged.
Oh, I'm being silly. Birds don't talk! What a thought. She
even shook her head at her own silliness.
But then she heard a humming. A carefree humming
you sometimes do when you've not a care in the world.
Kai glances at Ziah.
Stop that! Birds speak bird talk. I speak human talk.
And her brain was satisfied. For now.
Everything was peaceful. Ziah seemed to bounce
around the space above Kai’s head, making her laugh.
It was an extraordinarily beautiful day; the sky almost
glittered in the midday heat. Tranquility seemed to infuse
itself throughout the trees, weaving in and out. Silver and
purple.
But tranquility wasn't tangible!
What am I talking about?!
And suddenly everything changed. Kai’s ears perked
up. Her heart raced. She couldn’t believe it. She didn’t
believe it. Gears clicked and whirred in her mind, on alert
for any sign of peculiarity. And then it came. For in one
split second, one tiny fraction of a second, the time it
takes to blink, Kai felt a whole different world unlock its
door.
And someone spoke.
Happy, happy, everything is happy! Happy and dandy
and fine and good!
A voice filled Kai’s mind as she pressed her hands to
her forehead, trying to make sense.
Bouncy, bouncy, I’m bouncing, and I’m happy, because the world is happy, and Kai is happy, so I am happy! And now we will go fetch some dinner, and oh, how I
love flying, flying, and I’m flying! Wheeee—
“QUIET!”
And the voice obeyed.
And Ziah stopped bouncing.
And something clicked.
A light switch flipped in Kai's mind and she understood.
She understood Ziah.
And Kai knew something was different. Because that
light switch had changed something.
Animals were speaking.
And then the sheer effort of it all came crashing down,
and Kai slumped into deep unconsciousness.
In Which a Girl's Befuddlement Grows to Twice Its Previous Size
Her head is cocked to the side, a puzzled look
on her face. Was that it? Was that—magic? Happiness
bursts in her chest and she lets out an uncontrollable
laugh. She had done it! The word rolled perfectly off her
tongue as she whispered it under her breath.
Magic!
Kai looks up, astonishment mirrored in her mother's
proud eyes.
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"Mama I did it! I did magic! Mama, did you see? I did
it!"
A tinkling laugh escapes Tina's lips.
"Yes, you did! Yes, my darling girl, you did it. Magic."
Pure joy radiates from the two like—well, like magic.
Kai dances around, blossoms sprouting from each footstep. The cloud is still resting in her hand, its wispy tails
mesmerizing the girl.
She had been looking up at the sky—cloud-gazing, if
you will. She had wanted to touch them so badly. She
had reached up, wishing to grab on and feel the fluffy,
moist texture against her skin. And suddenly, there it
was. A little cloud in her hand. She had only released a
little, itty bitty strand of magic, but—finally! She had
been waiting her whole life.
Kai and Tina celebrated until the stars blanketed the
sky. And when Kai curled up, sleepy, she saw them twinkling a "Good night!" And so she reached up, closed her
youthfully chubby fingers around one, and felt totally
and wholly happy, as if nothing could ever get in the
way.

lapped on invisible shores.
What happened was unfathomable. But her lips
formed a word that, when understood, would explain
everything.
"Magic."
The word indeed seemed ineffably powerful.
She could not explain why the word lodged in the
front of her mind as if glued in place.
Magic.
The single word seemed to hold a certain dominance.
The word was a flask filled with might, but Kai did not yet
know how to uncork it and was hesitantly greedy to try.
And as she murmured this strange word, suddenly, a
memory came rapping on the front door of Kai's brain.
She remembered.

Jolting into consciousness, Kai tried to clear her head.
She had never liked awakening with a start; but unfortunately, the things you hate the most seem to be the
most frequent visitors. How was it that only a day ago,
only the usual minor confusion had ensued, and now,
the confusion was an unpoppable balloon, inflating with
every breath?
"It was only a dream," she told herself. She almost convinced herself.
But still, she looked up at the dark sky—yes, she had
been unconscious all day. Through a space between
the willow leaves, she could see the stars twinkling a
"Hello!"
(What, your stars have never talked to you?)
Silly me. What am I thinking?
Kai shook her head as if to rid it of a lingering cobweb.
But her hand drifted upward.
Put your hand down!
Her hand did not listen.
Oh, this is just foolish. Honestly! Put it down! Now!
But still her hand was deaf to her brain's commands.
Her logic and her curiosity were having a battle and
Kai did not know which side to pick.
No matter, because her curiosity won anyway. Anticipation bubbled in a way that Kai could not describe.
She closed her eyes and groped for what she thought
would not be there.
But she felt something. Something smooth. Not liquid,
solid, or gas—No. Something different. Otherworldly. Kai
could not describe it, nor could she understand it. But
something, an undiscovered force, was cupped in her
hand when she brought it down.
There it sat.
There it sat, pulsating in her hand.
A star.
Kai prodded it with the tip of her finger. It vibrated,
then seeming to heave a sigh, calmed. It was mesmerizing. There was an ocean hidden beneath the surface
which moved with a strange stillness. Wave after wave

Lydia Webster
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Chapter 1

Adeline Kaufman

The best part of Iorny was its fireworks.
Thousands of people were crowded below
the bejeweled sky, packed like sardines on
the grass. Toddlers squirmed in their parent's
laps, bored of sitting still. They were hot and
sticky in the humid weather, and getting
uncomfortable. With so many blankets
spread right up against each other, there
was little room to stretch out. The cramped
quarters meant that the growing darkness did
little to extinguish the heat.
Blankets had been on the field for days
in an effort to reserve the best possible seats.
Those sitting between blankets were discovering grooved imprints on their legs from the
long time pressed against the grass. People
were practically on top of each other, but no
one minded. The fireworks made it all worth
it, and nothing could dull the excitement of
the crowd. They were giddy with the anticipation one can only feel after hours spent
waiting.
The adults sat in groups, getting out
picnic baskets, flashlights, and insect repellent. Every year a large potluck occurred
under the firework-filled sky. Everyone
brought something to share, and the blanket
with the best food would inevitably be the
most crowded. Parents gave up trying to find
their children until after the performance-they were running back and forth under the
clear sky, stealing food and finding their
friends. The adults did not, however, give up
reprimanding, as they were nearly trampled
by children playing tag and dogs chasing
food. They could hardly wait for when everyone would settle down, content to watch the
sky. Any minute now, the show would start.
Emma, sitting in the back of the crowd,
was as excited as everyone else. Her breath
was coming quickly, and her smile was
stretching uncontrollably from one ear to the
other. The ever-present sparkle in her
deep, thoughtful eyes had gone from a subtle gleam to a brilliant twinkle. Emma had
one hand clenched in her lap, the other
holding tightly to her husband. He sat still and
stately, content and somewhat bored, a high
contrast from Emma's racing emotion. Every
muscle was tense, from her legs, which she
was squeezing tightly against each other, to
her jaw, to her shoulders, which had swallowed her neck and were almost touching
her ears. The very blood inside her veins was
charging with intensity.
Looking down, Emma realized there was
a spot of creases in her dress from squeezing
and working the fabric in her fist, desperate
for some way to release the energy pulsing
through her. A strand of thick dark hair was
falling loose from its elaborate twist, tickling
Emma's cheek; she had to restrain herself
from twisting and playing with it was she
tucked it behind her ear. Emma was deaf to
her husband's complaints about how tightly
she squeezed his hand--she had been waiting all year for this night.

Today was a day of celebration for the
whole kingdom, a joyous holiday everyone
spent weeks preparing for. First there would
be the day of festivities. The town would
awake to a beautifully decorated square,
silently and meticulously done in the dark of
night by a slew of volunteers. Banners would
hang from every store front, and flowers were
everywhere. They filled flower boxes under
every window, and were strung from building
to building across the streets. Handmade
wreaths hung from every door and on every
lamppost. Falling petals filled the air and
carpeted the ground like soft pink snow.
Every year the picturesque decor would outshine anything previous.
Early that morning, citizens would gather
in town for games and contests. Giddy children would drag their parents behind
them, elated to see the decorations, play
games, and thoroughly enjoy themselves.
They would run across the green with eggs
balanced precariously on spoons, and trip
over their feet in potato sack races. Laughter
was carried like lilting music across the
breeze, filling the air with a carefree happiness.
The men would wheel in their biggest
harvests, and receive prizes for the heaviest
vegetables; dramatic competition between
neighboring farmers. Losers had to cook their
vegetables and host a dinner for the whole
town. Women would gather with samplers or
pillows with mottos, prayers, and pretty
scenes stitched carefully by hand to award
the seamstress of the prettiest embroidery.
This contest was somewhat less of a rivalry,
and everyone exchanged pieces afterwards
as gifts.
Then the fireworks. The renowned display would start with a dramatic bang, and
veins of light would slither their crackling way
to the ground. Then the sky would explode; fizzing, flaming, popping, they would
light up the night with showers of sparks.
Crackles and snaps would fill the air, and the
crowd would be enraptured for hours. It was
the longest fireworks display in all the kingdoms, but as it was also by far the best, and
no one minded. People traveled for miles to
watch, and royalties from other kingdoms
joined the festivities as well.
Finally, the evening would end with a
ball at the castle. Servants would spend days
cleaning and scrubbing the whole place. The
day of, they woke at crack of dawn to bake
thousands of deserts, foods, and other treats,
create the most stunning displays (so amazing everyone was afraid to take something,
for fear of ruining it), and set all of it up on
beautifully clothed tables lining the ballroom.
There would be macaroons in every color
imaginable stacked into tall, elegant pyramids,towering cakes and perfect souffles.
Everything would be finished and ready just
moments before the show ended, and the
crowds would come flooding in. The staff
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relished the moments when everyone
watched the fireworks, and they could work
in frantic peace.
Everyone outside was equally caught
up in the excitement, and Emma could be as
well. For once, she could act as she was, on
impulse and with eagerness. There was no
one watching her, no one to impress. She
loved every second of it. All of her body was
tingling; she urged to run and jump and use
this contained energy. Any minute now.
Looking up to pass the time, she saw the
sky, covered in stars. It looked like the fanciest
dress, with thousands of beads stitched neatly and carefully in just the right way. She was
reminded of the blue, so deep it was almost
black, dress that hung against the mahogany
doors of her wardrobe, ready for the ball. She
could hardly wait.
Soon the sky would be covered in falling
sparks. But for now, it was calm and still--a
complete contrast to the chaotic crowd
below. The heavy, humid air was stretched
suffocatingly tight with expectance and filled
with the buzz of a thousand excited people.
Somehow it still managed to press down with
unbearable weight upon every person below. Each was waiting, shoulders hunched
and body tense, for the bang that would
shatter the night.
And then it happened. Every person
jumped and gasped as the air was cut with a
brilliant noise. Red and blue sparkles fell to
the ground like fairy dust. The crowd below
oohed and ahhed in unison. Every child that
had been running around the open field
plopped down right where they stood and
looked upwards. Tingles went through every
body as gold tendrils of light crackled
through the sky. With a particularly stunning
display, a collective cheer went up from the
thousands below.
Every head was tilted to the sky in awe
and silent admiration. Nothing could break
the wondering trance as they gazed into the
sparkling abyss above. As the sky rained
beauty, Emma felt her husband squeeze her
hand back. Breaking out of her enraptured
reverie for a moment, Emma glanced to her
other side. Her gaze fell upon an empty
space, and she felt the joy and happiness
fade away as it was replaced by a pang of
sad regret. Despite any manner of pleading
and convincing, her daughter refused to
come join the festivities.
Emma tried to turn her attention back to
the show, but the perfect night was broken.
She looked up at the sky, but could no longer
focus. The silent trance was over--she heard
the dog howling and struggling to break free
from its owner; to run and play. She heard the
fussy toddler crying in his mother's lap, and
the little girls who had grown bored and were
playing a game on their blanket. Try though
she might, she could not slip into the same
carefree mind she had been in only moments
ago. Emma's jaw set with hard determination

as the finale started. She squeezed her husband's hand tight once more, and left to find
her daughter.
Addie stood at the small, glass paned
window of her jail, lost in thought and watching the fireworks. It really was a lovely display-the Iorny engineers and scientists had out
done themselves yet again. They exploded in
miraculous rings, circles, and shapes, painting
the sky with gorgeous light that slowly drifted
down like snow. Supposedly one only got the
real effect of the fireworks if they were outside,
but Addie was stuck where she was. The way
she was every year.
Although everyone wanted Addie to be
a part of the happy day, she refused. She had
nothing against fireworks. But for Addie, this
was not a happy day. It was the anniversary of
her imprisonment. Addie was not trapped as
much by the bars of her prison as she was by
her very name. Free to leave at any time, she
chose not to. Outside, Addie was still her. Everyone knew her story, and that was what imprisoned her. They all knew who she was. And
she could never be anything else.
Turning her attention away from her lamenting and back to the performance outside, Addie tucked a strand of blond hair behind her ear and surveyed the crowd. Parents
were still gazing up into the night sky, completely unaware of the exhausted, sticky toddlers that had fallen asleep in their laps. A
small group of school-age boys had lost interest completely, and started a game of soccer
in empty field space a small ways away. In a
few hours the ball would start, but for now
everyone was content to watch the performance.
As Addie scanned the people below, she
saw her parents among the crowd. Never
once had she attended the celebration, but
that only seemed to increase her parent's
hope that someday she would.
She turned away from the window and
towards the spacious, sky blue hall. Addie
looked yet again at the hundreds of paintings
lining the room. They were in beautiful golden
frames, with elaborate engravings of twisting,
flowered vines, because they told a story that
was the heart of Iorny itself. Each one had bee
n hand painted with the most careful detail, by many different artists as time went on
and the story of Iorny unfolded. Each and
every home in the kingdom had these exact
pictures, hand painted and in the same golden frames. Some were small, and some families, like Addie's, had paintings that almost
spanned the length from floor to ceiling. Every
citizen learned, from the time they were small,
this ongoing story, and by the time they came
of age it was committed to memory. Certain
parts of the hundreds-of-years-old story were
more recited than others, but one was the
most common of them all.
Queen Mariana and King Charles had
two lovely daughters. They were the Princesses
Emeralda and Serena. The two were equally
beautiful and loved.
But as they grew up, a division grew between them. The eldest daughter, Emeralda
was destined for the throne. Her sister desper-

ately wanted this power. Eventually Emeralda
reached sixteen, the age at which she would
become crown princess, and have her fate to
be queen sealed. But by this time such a rift
had grown between the sisters that they hardly
even talked anymore, despite living within the
same walls. Serena had grown dark and
moody. Her brow was a permanent scowl, and
there were shadows across her face. The most
pleasant of comments from Emeralda could
be met with a snap from Serena. And as Emeralda's birthday approached, Serena had
come to hate her sister. Driven by jealousy,
Serena fled to the hills. After many years, during which the kingdom lived peacefully, she
returned much changed.
An evil witch had taught Serena black
magic, and Serena had, in time, come to
master it. As the years went on, the lovely Serena became the wicked Sharrira. When she
reappeared years later, her straight blond hair
was choppy and tinted green. Her blue eyes
had turned icy and black, and her sallow face
held almost no resemblance to the beauty it
had once been. Within days, the name Sharrira was as feared as Serena had once been
revered. The entire kingdom lived in terror,
waiting for her to strike again. Just days after
Sharrira's return, Queen Emeralda gave birth to
a baby girl.Now in the dark of a moonless
night, someone had snatched the sleeping
infant from her crib. The castle woke to the
queen's screams, and Sharrirawas instantly
blamed. At last she had revenge on her sister.
She must have been satisfied with this, because she left the kingdom. Although Sharrira's
terrible reign was over, without the princess,
the people fell into a deep despair.

want you! Please, come out for us!" Her face
was warm and inviting, though she didn't think
her daughter really deserved so much kindness
in return for stubborn despondence.
Addie stared boldly out the window, refusing to face her mother. Her eyes
had turned cold, and before the conversation
even started she had shut it down in her mind.
There was no point in listening and considering,
she simply wasn't going. Her response was flat
and final. "I don't want to."
Emma stiffened. She was not used to
people questioning her authority. And never
had someone so blatantly defied it. But shouting at her daughter would get her nowhere. "I
want you! Don't you want to be part of the
celebration?" She begged.
Addie rounded on her mother, her eyes
icy, her features hard. Emma wasn't the only
stubborn person in the room. "Why should I
celebrate my imprisonment?"
Emma closed her eyes and heaved an
exasperated sigh. Begging was not working.
She was beyond annoyed with her daughter's
utter disobedience. Breathing deeply to keep
her anger inside, Emma was threatening to
boil over. But the last thing she needed was to
worsen the situation. If she blew up and
yelled, Addie would never come. And that
was the source of her anger, really; her desperation for her daughter's happiness. As a last
resort, she decided to try coaxing. Forcing a
pleasent, open face, she said, "That's not what
everyone's celebrating, love. We're celebrating the Princess's Return! And we want you to
join the fun!"
Addie snapped her head back towards
the window, gazing intransigently outside. The
This was how, for thirteen years, all Iorians quick turn caused her loose hair to slap her in
had known the story. But then a miracle
the face, and she brushed it away with annoyprompted an addition to the line of paintings,
ance. Heated anger caused the flashes of
and the story everyone knew.
light to swim before her eyes and she couldn't
On what would have been the princess's
focus, but it was better than facing her moththirteenth birthday, the kingdom gathered in
er. "I told you, I don't want you!"
the castle for a day of deep mourning. A
That was it. Emma was supposed to be
pounding on the oaken castle doors interrupt- the mother, and Addie had just crossed the
ed the solemn vigil.. They were opened to
line. Emma was done asking. Her voice was
reveal a small teenage girl with no memory of hard, with no room to bend. "You refused to
anything save her name and age. The longlast year, you can't again. You will come celelost princess had somehow escaped the
brate. The fireworks are almost over, but the
clutches of Sharrira and found her way to her
ball will start soon. Your attendance is no longkingdom. Although her lack of memory was
er debatable. Go get ready, young lady.
unexplained, she would not have escaped
That's an order. From your mother, and the
had Sharrira remained alive. Her faithful peoqueen."
ple welcomed her back, and Sharrira was
Addie whipped away from the window
deemed gone for good.
and stormed away. She could feel her moth"Addie! Addie, where are you?" startled,
er's angry gaze boring into the back of her. In
Addie pulled her gaze away from the story she a last act of rebellion, she changed her attiknew all too well. No matter how many times
tude to a cool indifference as she walked to
she looked, the vivid paintings always capthe staircase at the end of the hall. It wound
tured her imagination. They looked so real,
up and around behind the wall. She kept her
and Addie felt she was watching it really hap- cool, defiant act until she had rounded the
pen. But now a voice cut through her reminisc- corner. When Addie knew her mother could
ing. Addie turned from the wall and squinted
no longer see her, she flew around the rest of
out the window into the dark night. The sky was the spiraling stone staircase and stomped
still ablaze with fireworks, and in the small light
down the identically blue hued hall upstairs to
they shed on the field she could see that her
her bedchamber. Fine. Her mother would
mother was no longer where she had been
have her way, and the people would have
only moments ago. She let out a small groan.
their Princess Adelpha.
"Honey? Are you coming?' Emma rounded the corner into the room. Frustrated though
she was, Emma tried to be encouraging. "We
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Gold

Orchid

Lea Mancarella

Drew Orzell and Estelle Brognia

Beautiful, shining gold
Like a star in the sky on moonless night
Shattering a bad mood like it’s glass
You make me laugh with your friendly smile,
Bringing sunshine to my day
Bursting through darkness
A growing, golden grow

Dark, mysterious, orchid
Like the flowers swaying
gently in the breeze.
growing up into the
majestic night sky.
Wearing a dress full of
Purple petals.
falling gently onto
the cold, wet, earth.
Dew dripping of the
gleaming, purple, flowers.
pretty, precious, purple

Green
Hannah Simonian
Bright, Fluorescent Green
Like a sparkling lake
Brings life to the dead of winter
Pushing away the cold
Bringing spring and
Getting rid of winter
Great, Growing, Green

Emerald
Genny Bauso, Evelyn VanDusen

White
Merin Manske, Lauren DiMarzo
Light, clear, white
Like a snowflake on a winter day
Hides the blazing ball of fire from view
Writing down your words
Roasting over the fire
Covers the ground in a thin blanket
Wondrous, Wild, WHITE
-

Shiny, Metallic, Emerald
Like a diamond in the darkness
Lighting up the world
Choosing to be alone
Shattering the face of evil
Shining lights to show the way
Elegant, Ever-lasting, Emerald

Magenta
Casey Dapshi and Leila Love-Diggory

Maroon
Natalie Schnose and Chloe Mike
Murky mysterious maroon
Like a dark rose, hiding in the shadows
Casts a threatening feeling that no one knows
Hiding its face from the light
Making sharp, somber storms
Shying away from the rest of the world
Murky mysterious maroon
-
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Magical, Majestic, Magenta
Just like the sky from day to night
Calming the world as it arises
Saying goodnight to those on the west side
Sending us off to sleep
But also waking us up in the morning
Magical, Majestic, Magenta

Turquoise

To Be Creative…

Sydney Collier and Vivian Young
Deep, Dark Turquoise
Like a dolphin in the sea
Splashing against the beach
Water leaping through the air
Sparkling along the ocean
Shining against the rocks
Twirling, Twilight, Turquoise

Mauve
Sophia Albano and Ben Orzell
Gentle, faint mauve
Like a blooming flower at the peak of spring,
The rippling color of the sky before to absorb
the sun
Giving you warmth on a cold day
A feeling of life as spring arrives
Magnificent, majestic,
Mauve

Scary, Dark Black
Jackson Green, Luke Cypher, Lucas Procious
Like a scary Dark Knight
Soaring through the sky with depression
Calms the people of the earth
Fights the lightness
Taking out the sun
The moon mimics the melting sun

Beast Weirdly
What does it truly mean?
The dictionary definition is
“Relating to or involving
The imagination
Or original ideas,
Especially in the production
Of an artistic work.”
But what does it truly mean to you?
To me, it means
Letting your freak flag flow!
But what does that mean?
It means, to let you be you,
Yet it doesn’t. Feelings.
Let your feelings be heard through your art.
Forget logic and all things sane, just stick to your
feelings and your heart and your brain.
After all, if you’re going with feelings over logic,
Why not go all the way? Be free and let your
true you show.
Don’t hold it back, let it go.
Don’t contain your light—let it glow.
Don’t be quiet, let it crow.
Don’t stop it, let it grow.
You may be smart although.
Don’t let yourself be judged by the status quo…
And let your freak flag flow.

Orange
Kiera Bogaard
Bright, fluorescent, orange
As beautiful as a butterfly
Entering your vision
Announcing its arrival
Comforting like a pillow
Soothing your sorrows
Ominous, obedient, orange
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When You Wish
Upon a Star
Joyce Shi

Walls

My heart hung heavy
As an evening moon,
Waiting,
Just waiting,
For a shooting star,
A comet
To wish upon.
The days and nights
Passed and passed,
without a star in sight,
until finally when
I saw a streak
Across a sky
Of midnight blue.
Shades of violet
And cerulean
And navy
Blended together
To make up a sky of dreams.
I looked up with
Tears streaming down my face
And murmured a
Final request.
And the little boy
Sitting on a crescent moon,
A half bitten sugar cookie,
A sliver of Swiss cheese,
Cast down his fishing line,
And reeled me
Up,
Into the stars.

Joyce Shi
I stood silently,
Desolate,
As if waiting for something
That would never be mine,
I was surrounded
By four blank concrete walls,
Staring back at me,
And daring me to try
To break them,
I extended my right leg
Back,
In line with my shoulder,
Head down,
Eyes up,
I glowered at the wall ahead
And burst from the starting block,
Preparing for the impact
Against the wall,
But the slab cracked
And fell apart
At my feet,
Crumbling like a pillar of sand
Only to leave me trapped
In a room of mirrors,
This time my own reflection
Staring back,
Watching me,
Challenging me,
Wide eyes controlling
My actions,
Waiting for me
To charge
And shatter
Myself.
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Cyanic
Libby Merkel

Poem

The scent of salt on crashing waves,
The feel of fault on broken days.
The touch of light on morning skies,
The shade of night when twilight dies.
The taste of sweet with summer sun,
The rush of wind when desperate run.
The crush of truth when demons play,
The dancing hues of every day.

Madeleine Eckhardt
Among the clouds, the morning sun
Held its power over none
Below the marching armies move,
Thinking of what they must prove.
The coming soldiers then take heed
At the sight of his noble steed.
And one by one the fighters fall
Fore the solid fortress walls.

Petrichor

But then the demons of remorse
Pull him from his shining horse.
His honor, valor, courage shorn;
Took to the road, footsteps worn.
For who’d thought it would make him kneel,
Dreadful, dreadful, Achilles heel.
And just the weeping stars o’er head
See his tears as he falls to bed.
A knock, he hears, his body turns.
All the while his anger burns.

Libby Merkel
Sweet summer rain in the light gray sky,
A shake of the head makes wet droplets fly.
Dew on the grass with a rainbow above,
Sugar and salt mixed with hatred and love.
Freshly baked bread fills a heart full with life,
Umbrellas above push away feel of strife.
Puddles splashed by small rubber boots,
Into the ground reach the ancient tree roots.
Chocolate and love on a morning turned gray,
Warm and wet water on a clear foggy day.

He opens the door, greeting death.
Mind at peace, takes his last breath.
For only the good die young, they said.
Only the good who end up dead.
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The Skeleton King
—Beast Weirdly
We lived pretty normal lives, well as normal
as you can get if you’re like us. Even though
we’re stranger than everyone outside, we’re
also stranger than most people inside. We’re
pretty popular since my dad is always trying to
come up with new inventions. He talks politics
all of the time. He wants our 53 year ruling
leader to be impeached. He is such a weird
Dad who embarrasses me in front of my friends
and all of that weirdo Dad stuff. It’s really annoying, but I have to deal with it.
I’ve always wondered what its like outside.
How they survive without our food and what
they eat instead. Since my dad destroyed half
of City Hall we’ve been moved to the outside
of town and our house is right next to The Door.
I’ve had much more wonder about what’s behind it than I should, but what do they expect
when I can hear mumbles from my backyard?
Sometimes I go right up next to it, wanting
and lusting after what it behind it. Before I
could even touch the doorknob though Dad
always yelled for me to get back inside.
Why would we even be separated from
other people? Are they different than us? Is
there even anybody else out there?
That’s probably what it is. I’ve spent my
whole life wondering what is beyond my miserable infinity of what is called life, I think—and
there’s actually nothing out there anyways.
Just a doorway to another town, to another
former person’s backyard. That’s it. I’m bored
of watching the stupid door sitting on the
brown grass, so I go inside.
“Hey guys! What’s down?” I said.
“Well,” mom says with her scared voice.
She was sitting at our small hand-me-down table, knitting frantically. “Your father is attempting his new invention. I-”
“Margaret!” Dad came storming through
the kitchen door in that overly dramatic way of
his. “For the last time! I am not ‘attempting’ anything! I am accomplishing! I am so sick and

tired of watching Isabella looking at that door
and just loathing that president of ours. THAT
president banished us to be HERE and watch
that door and not open it. I’m going to blast
through that door, see what’s behind it,”
Is he actually doing something for me?
Blasting open the door so I can finally see what
is behind it if anything is?
“And prove that President wrong!” he added.
Oh, no. Never mind. Still about politics. Oh
well, I still get to see what’s behind the stinking
door!
“Okay, Izzy. Let’s do this thing!”
“Thank you so much Dad!”
“You’re welcome?” I realized then that it
really just was to get back at our banishers. I’ve
been living here for 3 months with my Mom,
Dad, and Brother James. Even though it’s on
the edge of civilization, I think that it’s kind of
cozy. Oh well, back to the good stuff. Where
our Dad found explosives I have no idea but I
have so much more on my mind than that. By
the time I get outside he already glued everything down and there is 0:20 seconds left on
the clock. I can’t believe that this is actually
happening.
Of course James has to do the countdown.
“7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2…” BBBOOOOOOOMMM!!!! The
bricks have been smashed to bits and the
doors have cracked. As the fog is lifting I’m
starting to see shapes. People have gathered
around us to see what the commotion was
and stayed after they found out. Then the dust
settled, and I saw a person, with a loaf of
bread in their hands. He looked pretty normal,
but there was something else. I had heard
what it was called in Science class. Something
that we used to have but nobody remembered why we don’t have it anymore. What
was it called?! Oh yeah! Flesh.
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If, and if, and maybe

J. Y.

If, and if, and maybe
I always falter
I never come close
I never know what I want,
What I need,
What I know
And when I do I jump ship
Soon as we near the shore
And maybe everyone lies
But sure enough, everything dies
So I let my words choke their way out
I let my laughter burn the air
I’m not the one speaking
I’m not the one laughing
But I hope I’m layered in its undertone
Me, the apropos of nothing.

Victoria Zian
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The Inevitable Death

She’s Beautiful

Jisu Oh

Jisu Oh
She’s beautiful
She’s kind
But no one sees
That she’s dying inside

People die
People cry
People suffer
All the time
But it’s sad
No one sees
That it’s all really me

He’s smart
He can fight
But no one knows
How he cries each night

Pain is good,
Crying relieves
Torture wakes your mind
To see
The world is real
The world is cruel
So you just learn
That it’s impossible
To run from me

Each day a fake smile
Every day a forced laugh
They know how to fool themselves,
To convince each other
That it’s all right

The Yeast Festival
of ’83
Jenny Oh

Enter the beloved three of yeast
All crowded ‘round the beautiful east
Staring at the wondrous flies of butter
Wanting the blessing of those aflutter
The yeast geese sang
When the yeast wind rang
Every last heart called out
As they happily danced about
And the yeast kings pranced
As the yeast deer pranced

Lauren Grossman
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Glance

Success

—Isabella Husted

—Isabella Husted

One glance and I’m in a trance
Is it a mouse
A cat
A dog
A frog that lives in a bog
A bug
A flying rug
It could be all those things
Anything
An ant perhaps
No, they are just clouds

Rain falling, falling
Like a kid learning to ride a bike
He falls and falls
And eventually gets up
And the sun comes out
With a rainbow of success

Running To Death

Writer’s Block

Jisu Oh

B. Weird

Open the door,
Leave the light,
Walk away
Out of sight
Don't believe what you see
For maybe it’s me
And I don’t think that’s what you want To die so easily.

Stay True to Being You
Jisu Oh
We tried to shape ourselves into what society
wanted
And pretended to be pleased
We all laughed at the men in the mirror,
And paid them no heed.
We fooled the world with our pleasure
And got rewarded as we passed,
But our final gift was regret
When we cheated the men in the glass.
So I hope you’ve learned your lesson,
I hope you’ll stay true
I hope you’ll be happy being you.
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Hunger for words that don’t come yet
Longing for images stuck in your brain
Sorrow for those who feel your pain
Eager for characters who you haven’t met
Depressed by the thought that they might
ever come
Worried that you will never create your own
fantasy world
Giving up on the story you know you have
in your heart
Then suddenly, a spark of inspiration hits,
and…
You are no longer worried or depressed or

Literal

idioms

Factoid: According to Wikipedia, it is estimated that there are at least twenty-five
thousand idiomatic expressions in the English Language.
So, what is an idiom? It is an expression that is intended to be taken figuratively, although
many of them were derived from literal meanings. See if you can guess some of the ones we
have selected to showcase here in THE VAULT!

GOOD
MORNING,

TONY?
WHEN DID
YOU BECOME
SUCH A
FEMINIST?

BREAKING THE GLASS CEILING: an idiomatic metaphor used to refer to women or minorities breaking through barriers and climbing the executive ladder.
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HAVE A BLAST: to have a great time.
ON CLOUD 9: In a state of blissful happiness..

SAM! STOP
MESSING
WITH THE
CLOUDS!

WADE,
NO.
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UNDER THE WEATHER: not feeling well.
NIGHT OWL: A person who habitually stays
up late, often to do work.
WHEN PIGS FLY:
Never. As in the
impossibility of something happening..

HUH?
DAMIEN, WHY ARE YOU
THE ONE HOLDING THE
UMBRELLA?

Find the Superheroes...
Find the hidden words and the secret message… And name who said it!
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BANSHEE

BATMAN

BLACKMANTA

DEADSHOT

HAWKEYE

HAWKGIRL

HULK

IRONMAN

MAGNETO

MARTIANMANHUNTER

QUICKSILVER

SHAZAM

SUPERMAN

THANOS

ULTRON

WOLVERINE

WONDERWOMAN

Answer/Hidden Message:

____ ____

____ ____ ____

’

____ ____ ____ ____

____ ____ ____ ____

____ ____ ____ ____

____ ____ ____ ____

____

____ ____ ____ ____
WOLVERINE

____ ____

____ ____ ____

____ ____ ____ ____

____
____ ____

____ ____

.

____ ____ ____ ____

____ ____ ____ ____

.”

I'm the best there is at what I do. But what I do best isn't very nice.

“____’____
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Test Your Knowledge...

Harish Panpaliya & Ethan Hess

In American comic books, a character typically has dual identities, with one identity being
the superhero persona and the other being the secret identity. The secret identity is typically the
superhero's civilian persona when they are not assuming the superhero persona.

Matching

True/False

Bruce Wayne

Shazam

Billy Batson

Wonder Woman

Peter Parker

Flash

Barry Allen

Huntress

Diana Prince

Batgirl

Barbra Gordon

Batman

Helena Bertinelli

Black Canary

Dinah Lance

Spider-Man

Scramble

1. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman was
created by Marvel.
2. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman was
created in 1941.
3. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman was
the first female character in the
Justice Society of America.
4. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman’s tutor was named Ching.
5. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman’s skin
is not invulnerable, although she
has many powerful abilities.
6. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman cannot fly.
7. TRUE/FALSE Wonder Woman can
talk to animals.

1. NDOEWR ANOMW
____________________________
2. RNEGE TALNRNE
____________________________
3. MPUSNARE ____________________________
4. TBAANM ____________________________
5. IPATNCA MRAICAE ____________________________
6. YKEHAEW ____________________________
7. VOWNIREEL ____________________________
8. LVEIRS UFRRES ____________________________
9. IALEVERDD ____________________________
10. NORMANI ____________________________
11. ARTELKE ____________________________
12. YCLCPOS ____________________________
Answer Key: 1. False 2. True 3. True 4. False 5. True 6. False 7. True  1. Wonder Woman, 2. Green Lantern, 3. Superman,
4. Batman, 5. Captain America, 6. Hawkeye, 7. Wolverine, 8. Silver Surfer, 9. Daredevil, 10. Ironman, 11. Elektra, 12. Cyclops
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Artwork—Ellie Salamone

Artwork—Lydia Webster

Artwork—Jenny Oh

Artwork—Lydia Webster
Artwork—Abigail Tills
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